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#1 New York Times bestselling author Christine Feehan returns to a world of terrifying power and

forbidden passion in the second novel in her breathtaking GhostWalker series.Possessed of an

extraordinary telekinetic gift, Dahlia LeBlanc has spent her life isolated from other people. And just

when she thinks sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s finally achieved some semblance of peace, her well-orchestrated

world comes crashing down...For a reason she cannot guess, she has become the target of deadly

assassins. Suddenly no place is safeÃ¢â‚¬â€•not even the secret refuge sheÃ¢â‚¬â„¢d established

long ago. Now she must rely on Nicolas TrevaneÃ¢â‚¬â€•a dangerous warrior sent to track her

down and protect her. Together, they generate a scorching heat Dahlia never imagined was

possible. But can she trust this man with her secretsÃ¢â‚¬â€•especially when some people would

kill to get their hands on them?
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Christine Feehan is a great author, I love the Dark series, and the Wild series. This Game series

has a nice plot. They have been out for awhile, I started the series a few years ago and there was

some strange numbering of the first 5 books, so I gave up. That doesn't seem to have been totally



resolved yet, but I worked it out. However, I love to listen to books via Audible, but I REFUSE to pay

over $4 for audible version, especially if I just shelled out $8 for the digital version. Yes, I am cheap,

but we all have to have standards. Anyway, the even numbered books in this series are $30 and

$40 bucks, ARE YOU KIDDING ME, I could go to a nice dinner for that, take the whole family to the

art museum, have a date at the movies, all sorts of things. I feel as though the publisher is yanking

me around. so, I will read the even books and listen to the odd books; and scream about the

injustice of it all until I am bored.

THE STORY: The Ghostwalkers are enhanced people with various paranormal powers. One of the

rejected female test subjects, Dahlia LeBlanc has powers that are difficult to control and which leave

her vulnerable to the strong emotions of others. When Nicolas Trevane comes to find her as part of

the GhostWalkers project to determine the fate of others of their kind, he arrives just in time to see

an assassination attempt on Dahlia. The two end up on the run together fleeing. They have to

discover who has betrayed Dahlia at the same time they are falling for one another.OPINION: I liked

the first part of this book very much. It was exciting and adventurous. Somewhere in the middle, the

story seemed to be repetitive with repeated attempts on Dahlia and then escape. I got bored for a

while and then was interested again when the story picked up with a purpose of finding the villain.

The romance between the two had the same pattern to me: fascinating meeting and buildup to sex,

then sex, sex, sex and then a true breakthrough in their emotional response to one another.WORTH

MENTIONING: There are more Ghostwalkers.FINAL DECISION: Overall, I liked this book although I

felt it was repetitive and dragged in the middle.CONNECTED BOOKS: This is the second book in

the Ghostwalker series. It is not necessary to read the first book as this book gives a good summary

of the story to this point.STAR RATING: I give this one 4 stars.

I know it is the art of a real author that allows for the creation of characters and stories that are

consistently of high quality, but nonetheless I am amazed at the proof I find displayed before me in

this series. Christine Feehan has me following her into one adventure after another and it is a

testament to her skills that I am never disappointed, am never bored, and continually reach for the

next volume. The complexity of the characters in this book, their humanity in the face of inhumanity,

makes for a great read and a continuing addiction to explore more. Wonderful.

The second in this series leads the ghostwriters to find Dahl is, one of the girls Dr Whitney's father

experimented on and discarded. She has lived alone her whole life and has been exploited by the



military for her unique skills. Able to control energy with her mind and body she doesn't know it but

she is on a collision course with another ghostwriter who will change everything. Fireworks,

espionage, love, you name it. Mind games is great.

This is one of my favorite series, and I am enjoying both reading the books over again, and listening

to the superb recordings from Audible. I love all of the team members, and how differently each

match is set up. I especially love the humor involved between the couples.

I read this book many times, years ago, and decided I wanted to read it again. I have the paperback

but it is in such bad shape from reading it multiple times that I downloaded the ebook. I love this

series. I haven't read the entire series but I've read 6 of them.Nicholas is perceived by everyone as

such an unemotional, cold hearted, badass but when he meets Dahlia he quickly finds his emotions.

I love everything about their story. Nicholas is so good, loving, supportive and patient with Dahlia.

He gives her what she needs without taking away her independence. Dahlia teaches Nicholas how

to unlock his emotions.The entire Ghostwalker team is amazing and supportive. You can't go wrong

with this exciting and intense book.

Wonderful next story in the series - I just LOVE this author's work and am reading this series in

order. I highly recommend this author whenever I have the opportunity or hear of someone who

enjoys the paranormal romances.
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